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ISOTOPIC DISTRIBUTIONS, ELEMENT RATIOS, AND ELEMENT MASS
FRACTIONS FROM ENRICHMENT.METER-TYPE GAMMA-RAY

MEASUREMENTS OF MOX s

D. A. Close, J. L. Parker,and D. L. Haycock T. Dragnev
Los Alamos National Laboratory InternationalAtomic Energy Agency
Los Alamos, NM 87545 USA Vienna, Austria
(505) 665-5923

ABSTRACT ff 1The gamma.ray spectra from"infinitely" thick mixed oxide R =ESA epp, e-_pxdx e-_P¢ d , (I)
samples have been measured. The plutonium isotopics, the
UfPu ratio, the high-Z mass fractions (assuming only
plutonium, uranium, and americium), and the low-Z mass
fraction (assuming the matrix is only oxygen) can be where
determined by carefully analyzing the data. The result_
agree well with the chemical determination of these E = plutonium enrichment (plutonium isotopics),S = specific activity for the particular measured
parameters, gamma ray,

INTRODUCTION A = sample area,Pl'- = plutonium density,
P - total sample density,

For 20 years gamma-ray enrichment-meter.measure-
ments of uranium (and sometimes plutonium) isotoptc g = mass attenuationcoefficient of the sample, and
fractions have been made on "infinitely" thick samples, t If Tc = exp l-Pc Pc d] = transmission through the con-
the isotopic information is known for mixed oxide (MOX), miner.
then an accurate value of the U/Pu ratio car 'e calcu-
lated.2.3 Also, for about 15 years, analysis of hlgn-resolu- When the sample thickness becomes infinitely thick for
lion gamma-ray spectra of arbitrary plutonium-bearing
samples has been used to obtain plutonium isotopic distri- a gamma ray of a particular energy, Eq. (1) reduces to
butions4.5 and 235U/239pu ratios for MOX. Inrecent years
R. Gunnink's MGA code6 has also been used to obtain a
value for the elemental U/Pa ratio. These two methods can R = E S A e PP. Tc (2)
be combined with information from measured intensity I_P
ratios of gamma-ray pairs from the same isotope7 to make
an enrichment-meter analysis of a single high-resolution
spectrum from infinitely thick samples of MOX. This For a mixed oxide sample, the linear attenuation coef-
analysis yields both uranium (if there is not too much ficient of the sample pp can be written as a sum of the lin-
Compton interference from the plutonium) and plutonium ear attenuation coefficients of the constituent elements,
isotopic distributions, the U/Pu ratio, and elemental mass
fractions. When the sample net mass is known, the elemen-
tal and isotopic masses can be computed. Both computa- gp = gp. Pp. _'guPu +I'tA,,P,4p,+ goPo • (3)
tional and experimental studies of the combined method
have been conducted, especially of the .a_urac_, and preci-
sion possible for the elemental ratios and mass tracuons. This assumes the matrix is predominately oxygen and ali

other low-Z elements can be ignored, as well as other high-
ANALYTICAL BASIS OF MEASUREMENT Z elements.

For a sample of plutonium of thickness t, the expected Equation (2) can be rewritten to explicitly show the
full-energy peak count rate R of a gamma ray in a detector dependence of the count rate R on the U/Pu ratio for an
having an efficiency e for that gamma-ray energy is infinitely thick sample:

sAeT, gopo] " (4)
•This work is supported by the US Department of Energy, R = gu Pr./+ gA,,, PA,a +
Office of Safeguards and Security and the International pp. 1 + gP._', gp.pp, gp, pp.j
Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, Austria.



This is easily solved for PU/PPu,yielding Make two more definitions to simplify the expressions:

PU =btp____u[ESAETc.| /a,_.,P4,../aoPo-lpp_ btu R tier " btPuPPu "_J " (5) [h]=_(btp``_./aO,h)+(btU,h.btOh) C.U.U• Cp,,
(12)

C,4t,,,and
+(/aA,,.h"_.h)_e,To determine the U/Pu ratio with the enrichment-meter

principle, a standard must be used having known plutonium
isotopics. The factor E S A e Tc is the calibration factor KI

cu
for the U/Pu ratio calculation. Ali subsequent measure- [,1]= (l_p=_,-#o.t) + (#u.t"/ao t) Cp,ments should be made with identical encapsulations. At a
minimum, ali encapsulations must be known so the appro- ,,7._ (I 3)
priate correction can be made for the container transmis- + (#Am.t" aO.t)
sion. ,--e,

If the ratio of the count rate for two gamma rays from The final expression for Rh,l becomesthe same isotope is formed using Eq. (4), with the notation
that an l subscript represents the gamma ray of lower

energy and an h subscript represents the gamma ray of Ce``[l] +/ao./ (14)
higher energy, then Rh.t = K2 Cew[h]+/ao.h '

R_._.=K2[btP=..Pp=+lau.(Pu+#A,..tPam+.o.,po!(6)
R t L/ap=_Pp.+/au,hPu +/aA.,,hPA,.+l'to.hPO] ' whichcanbesolvedexplicitlyforCt,.:

K2/ao.l "Rh.l#o.h
where K2 is the calibration constant Cp, = (I 5)

Rh.l[h] - K2 [l]

Tc./,Ss O_
K2 " (7) Equation (5) gives the U/Pu ratio as a function of the

Tc.tSr ct " measured full-energy-peak count rate R, the Am/Pu ratio,
the O/Iu ratio, and the tabulated known values of the mass
attenuation coefficients.8 Equation (15) defines the pluto-

Also define nium mass fraction in terms of the measured ratio of high-
and low-energy full.energy-peak count rates R_.I, the UIPu
ratio, the Am/Pu ratio, and the tabulated known values of

Rh.ft __t (8) the mass attenuation coefficients. Equation (I0) lists the
Re " relationship between the mass fractions of the constituents

in a MOX sample.

The total sample density p can be written as a sum of the With the above information, the uranium and ameri-
partial densities Pi, eium mass fractions can be calculated. They are

p = pp.+pu +PA,,,+po . (9) Cv = CpJ._1_I,_and 06)
_Pt,,I

The mass fraction Ci of the lth element is (:_/p. Equa-
tion (9) can be rewritten as a sum of mass fracuons:

CAm =CPu(PAml . (17)
Pp, I

Ce, + Co + C_ + Co = 1 . (10)

(The Am/Puratio is known Bom the MGA analysis.)
After somealgebraicmanipulations,F-xi.(6) canbe rewrit-
tenin the form

,o+(..,-,o+u,,..,-,o,l l+,o,
. ,L .. ' ' ' t.pt ' . Cr=j '

Rh'I=K=CP'L(_h,_"#o_)+ (Uv.,"#o.h)C_e+(_A_,.,"/_om)-_e.]+/_o_, (1l)



Consider two consequences of this analysis technique. 20 , ,
The variation in the relative uncertainty of the plutonium
mass fraction o(Cpu)/Cp, can be calculated from the rela-
five uncertainty in the measured full-energy-peak count rate _s
ratio a(Rh.t)/Rh.l. From Eq. (15)

gJ
a(cp )
Cp,- lUo.[t]'Uo.,[h]lC,,

5

For a numeric example of Eq. (18), limit the discussion
i 1 I _,

specifically to PuO'2and the ratio of the 413.7-keV gamma- °0 02 0( 0e 08 T0
ray full-energy peak to the 129.3-keV gamma-ray full-
energy peak from 239pu. Figure 1 is a plot of the relative Cpu (plutoniummass fraction)
standard deviation (RSD) of the plutonium mass fraction
o(Cpa)ICpa divided by the RSD of the full-energy-peak
area ratio (;(Rh l)/Rt),,* as a function of the plutonium mass Fig. 2. Plot of the gSD of the oxygen m_.ts fractioa divided by the RSD
fraction. For 1:/_O'2for which Cpu-- 0.88, the RSD of CPu ofthephaoniwnmassfractionasafuactwnoft&_plutoniwnntass

is about three times that of the RSD of Rh.,*. Any bias in fractwnfor Pu02 [Eq.(19)in the text/. TheRSDof theoxygenmass
fraction for Pu02 is about 7. S times thai of tlur RSD of the plutonium

Cea is also about three times the bias in Rh./. raass/racrion.

Secondly, consider the implication of determining the
oxygen mass fraction by this method. Again, limiting the
discussion to PuO2 and use Eq. (10): although the absolute errorsare of equal size. Small values

of the relative uncertainty of the plutonium mass fraction
translate into large fractional uncera_ties in the determina-

cr(Co....__)= _ cy(Cp=} (19) don of the oxygenmassfraction. Theseexamplesfor the
Co 1- Cp, Cp,, RSD of the plutoniummass fractionand the RSD of the

oxygenmassfraction will be lowerestimatesfor anactual
MOX sample.

Figure 2 is a plot of the RSD of the oxygen mass fraction
divided by the RSD of the plutonium mass fraction as a EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
function of the plutonium mass fraction. For PuO2 for
which Cpa = 0.88, the RSD of the oxygen mass fraction is Two series of MOX samples were measured; their
about 7.5 times the RSD of the plutonium mass fraction, properties are presented in Table I. The samples were dou-

bly encapsulated in tin-plated steel cans. The combined
thickness of the bottoms of the two cans was 0.053 cre.
Even though the samples were sealed in two different sets
of containers, the combined thickness of the bottoms of the

10 ' ' ' ' two cans in each set was statistically identical.

Figu!__ 3 presents the geometry for the measurements.
s A 5-cre z x l-cm-thick germanium detector was used to

measure the gamma-ray spectra. A 0.O86-cm-thic.kcopper
absorber and a 0.05 l-cre-thick tin absorber were ptaccmon

e the detectorendcap. A 109Cdsourcewas tapedto the tin
_[a: absorber. The thicknesses of the copper and tin absorbers

were adjusted for an optimum |09Cd count rate. Two more
') - tin absorbers (0.102 cm thick and 0.051 cm thick) were

placed on top of the t09Cd source. These additional tin

absorberswere to keep count rate
the from the 59.5-keV

2 gamma ray from 241Am approximately equal to that of the
K-x rays from plutonium and uranium, which is optimum

o I I J I for MGA analysis.o o.= o.( 0.e oa o
The detector was surrounded by a lead enclosure

CPu(plutoniummaa=trami(m) 5.08 cm thick and approximately 13.6 cm tall. This lead
was tined with 0.081 cm of cadmium. The collimator was

/qs. 1. Ptmo/O=l_SDqft_aumumwmupac_adiv_ge.a_t_ lead and was 3.81 cm thick and 3.81 cm in diameter. The
RSDofthsfull-eMrD'-peakarearadoa:afuactionof thepluwnium top of the collimator was17.43 cm above the detectorend
mau_,actioafor Pw02IF-,q.(18) in theural. TheRgOqf t/_ ptato- ca .
aia_malafr_ltoaforpuO2iaaBoatthreetimuthatoft/tcRSD_ 0._81 cmTheof bottomcadmium°fandthetheC°llimat°rinside of theWaS3.8 l-cm-diame-covered by
fail.__ arm rmto. ter collimator was covered by O.163 cm of cadmium. The
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TABLE I.IsotopicPropertiesofMOX Samplesa

Mass WI_% Wt% Wt% Wt% Wt% _Vt% Wt% Wt% U/Pu Am/PuSIa/ldard II) (g) 235 U Pu 238p u 2391_ l ;40p_ 241pu 242pu MassRatio Mass Ratio

HUA 5062 753.9 52.79 0.727 32.19 ).069 86.86 1.130 0.1"/6 1.640 0.0135

HUA 5065 884.4 49.93 0.769 34.48 ).069 86.86 1.130 0.176 1.448 0.0136

HUA 5069 939.6 72.29 1.073 12.11 3.063 87.03 1.087 0.185 5.969 0.0117

HUA5301 1.384.6 59.27 0.225 26.87 3.052 87.15 0.998 0.184 2.206 0.0060

HUA8971 .011.0 61.91 1.022 23.28 D.061 86.84 1.130 0.208 2.659 0.0071

PUEU 2 L999.9 82.34 93.11 2.18 D.014 93.78 0.28 0.066 37.77 0.0005
PUEU 3 '.!000.0 80.2g 93.11 4.36 0.014 93.78 0.28 0.066 18.44 0.(XX)5

PUEU 4 1999.9 76.1,_ 93.11 8.73 0.014 93.78 0.28 0.066 8.720 0.0005

PU_U 5 '!000.C 67.5S 93.11 17.43 0.014 93.78 0.28 0.066 3.878 0.0005
PUEU 6 _000.C i21.1: 93.08 165.37 I 0.014 93.78 0.28 0.066 0.3231 0.0005

•_ _,j_ c_-'_ ro_,y _ MlyIS._991.

,, cadmium coveredthe leadtominimize theleadx raysin

_o i the specu'a. The MOX samples were centered over the col-

limator. The MOX samples themselves were surrounded
by more lead, 5.08 cm thick and 20.32 cm tall and were

Ft, covered by a lead plate 1.27 cm thick. The bottom alu-
minum plate merely provided a base to support the shield-
ing and collimator. This geometry insured that the sample
completely filled the field of view of ghe detector.

The 109Cd source gave a count rate of about
uox 3500 count.s/s in the 88-keV full-energy peak and was used

to correct for the counting losses caused by the combined
effects of dead time and pileup. This count rate also
insured that the intensity of any lead x rays that might leak

I into the detector would be very small compared to that of
, i -I the t09Cd source.

3.81 cm _'_

t The data acquisitionsystemwas aCanberra S-IO0/IBM

PS-2 multichannel analyzer. A Canberra CI 2020 spoc-

tro_opy amplifier with a 3-_ shaping .IL-newu.u.sed in
conjunction with a Canberra el 8077 anatog-to-mgmu con-
verier. A Canberra el 8032 stabilizer was usedtofix the

Is.szam location of the 88.0-keV gamma rayfrom tOgCd in channelA_wmm

o_am / _ ] Po 1173 and the 413.7-keV gamma ray from 239pu in channel

j l_Dml 5516. The system energy calibration was thus E(keV) =0.075 * channel number, which is optimum for MGA

t J_-.C_u_am J analysis.The spectrawere collectedin8192 channelsof

i,.i,For the MOX samples, 20 spectra were usually

l [ Al recorded for either 3000 s or I0 000 s. The replicate spec-tnt were analyzed to obtain measured estimates of the pre-
cision of several computed quantities. The measured pre-
cisions could then be compared with the values l_dicto,t
by the theory. Sample HUA-8971 was measured f¢_' times

Fqr.J.Geonwu'yforO_nsmswemzntsoft_MOX to check the reproducibility ofthemeasurement geometry
_ml_a. Onlythzcri_s.al_ artshm_n /a and the stabilityoftheelectronics,
tbzfl_rw'¢.Ali otbzrdimensionaartdiscgsxdinthz
_. TI,, d,_, of_ coli/maware_c,_d _, DISCLAIMER

" This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agene.y of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their

employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views._ t._._:. ,4_ ,,,,, ,,,_p,,¢c_rilv_late or reflect those of the
and opinions Ol authors exprc_nr.u iil.;,|_,ti. _. ............... ,_

United States Government or any agency thereof.



ANALYSIS PROCEDURE "Aa_n. S_,_,,VoCM--_._v,_, _dC_'_,,_, toA=_,_dV,I=,

AlispectrawereinitiallyanalyzedwiththeMGA cede sta_a_LD Arn.ageFra¢DfffSample
to determine the plutonium isotopics, the Arn/Pu rauo, and _d No.o_ A,x_ml M,--.,_d _t_,,c_ mSOofRepl_,,..-Counu Qwmuty V-ttz Vtl_ Ac_pt_ Aventa@

apreliminaryU/Puratio.SamplePUEU 4wasratherarbi-
trarily chosen as a standara to determine the calibration _UA.S06Z CA ._0 ,6S3 000-/9 0.004s
constant for the U/Pu ratio calculation (KI) and for the =19 c_ 0.3219 0325 0.019 o.oosl0.52-/9 0.s43 0.029 0.oo90

plutonium mass fraction calculation (K2). CAm 0.1459)'00435110.004440.114-0.150'0190OOSt0.0SZ

The U/Pu ratio for each sample was then calculated by a_A5065 U/I_ 1.4411 1.434 -0.009-/ 0.0039
using Eq. (5). This calculanon uses the full-energy-peak _=20 cpu o.3,s o.3211 .0.049 0.0039Ct/ 0.4993 0.4"/I -0.057 ff9072

area of a single gamma ray in the spectrum. Correction for cam o.oo47 o.oo4_o -o.043 0.0039
dead time and pileup was made using the 88-keV gamma c_ o.tslZ o.196 0.30 o.024
ray from 109Cd. The 129.3-kev gamma ray from 239pu WOASXO U/_ S.969 6.01Z 0.OOVZ 0.OO_6
was used to determine the U/Pu ratio. Ali the samples in n=_ cp, o.1211 o.|22 0.0o74 o.o_zco o.-/229on36 o.o111 o.ooo5
this experiment were "infinitely" thick at 129 keV, so no cam o.oo1(17 o.oolo o.oo92 o.oo62
correction was necessary for sample thickness. Because the co O.lS_ o.t4t .0.01111 o.oss
chemical form of the sample may. not be known a priori, av^ 53o_ ua)u z.206 2.206 o.oool 0.00o91
the oxygen (or matrix) to plutomum ratio in Eq. (5) was , =2o cp, o._g7 o._ss .o.021 o.ootzCo o.sozv o.511o -o.021o.oo_6
takento be zero initially, cam o.oo1621 0.00159 .O.Ol9 o.ootz

CO 0.13-/O 0.133 0.13 0.00"/11

With the calculated U/Pu ratio, the plutonium mass HUA11971.1_ U/Pa 2.659 2.617 -0.016 0,0060
fraction can be calculated from Eq. (15). The full-energy 1( c_ o._ o.231 -o.m7"t 0.00911
peakareasofthe129.3-kevgamma rayandthe413.7-kev "= cu 0.6191 0.606 -0.0210.015CAm 0.001_13 0.OOl63 -0.0079 0.00911

gamma ray from 239pu were used to determine the pluto- co o.1464 o.161 o.1o o.o71_
nium mass fraction. Equadon (1 5) is a function of the ratio )HUA119-/I-2¢
of the full-energy peak of two gamma rays from the same ua), z.659 z._'_ -0.ot_ o.oo_
s trum, thus no dead time/pileup correction is necessary. , =111 C_ 0.61910'23211 0.2320.610 -0.0034-0.0150.00640.010

_?hP_esamples were not quite "infinitely" thick for the c_ o.oot_ o.oo1_ -0.oots o.oo_co o.t(_, o.156 o.oes o.oso
414-kev gamma ray. Corrections were made for the finite av^ 11971.s,
sample thickness; the correction varied from a few tenths of un, z.659 z._s .o._n9 o.oo36n = 20 Ch 0.23211 0.236 0.014 0.0046

a percent to a few percent. _,,= 0.6191 0.624 0.oo79 0.oo770.OO!643 0.OOl67 0.016 0.00_

Ali the mass fractions in Eq. (10) are now known co o.1_,4 o.13._ -0.o_, o.045
except the oxygen mass fraction, lt can be calculated and HU^11_-4, U/_ Z.6S_ Z.S_ -0.0Z4 0.0025
the procedure can be repeated. The process converged .'20 c_. o._ o.235 o.oolo o.oo4so.6191 o._ -0.o'11 o.oo_

rapidly;onlyoneiterationwasnecessary, cA, o.oo1_so.oo1_ o.oo_so.oo4sco o.14_ O.lS_ o.o56 o.o_1

The MGA analysisalsoestimatestheU/Puratiobased ro_ z va_ 3-/._ _-/.9_ o.oo(zo.oo_
on plutonium-fluoresced x rays alld uranium x rays. A soc- , =20 C_,cu o.r_°'°_lSo.519°°216 -o.oo_°'°°9o.O12o.oi9
ondary result of this analysis procedure will be a compari- cA= o.oooo!!_ o.ooool_Z -0.oo_ o.olz
son of these two methods to determine the U/Pu ratio for Co o.1545 o.159 o.o'z7 o.o95_PU_J 3

MOX samples, un_ 111.44 It_9 -o.oo_ o.o071n • 20 eh 0.O4355 0.O431 -0.010 0.011
cu o.m'_ o.79s .o.oi_ o.oi11

RESULTS cA= o.oooo_ o.oooo_,_ .o.oo9 O.Oll
co O.lSSS o.Is, o.o_ o.o.

The experiment_.results .for the U/Pu ratio,the pluto- P_ s u_ 3.57s 3.,o o.ooos 0.oo4o
niummassfraction,mc uramum massfraction,the ameti- ,=20 Ch 0.174_ O.ln -0.o1_o.ooe
ciummassfraction,andtheoxygenmassfractionarepre- cu o.675_ o.e_ -o.otzo.oog_o.oooo_ o.oooo_ -0.oiz o.ooe
sented in Table II. It has been assumed that the entire ma- c_ o.14_ o.1¢,o o.o69 0.04-/_
trix is oxygen and there are no additional high-Z elements, eu_, u/_ [ o.,23t ! o__,, [ 0.o4, o.oo_
The accepted valuesasdeterminedbychemicalanalysisare n=20 Chcu IIo._S_o._111II o,zls°'_ II .O.Ol2o.o320.OO140.0039
presentedfor comparison, cA= I o.oo_s_I o.ooo_3sI .0.oi4 o,oot(I Co I o.1_¢t I o.ts6 I o.om I O.OlZ

Both the MGA analysis and the presentenrichment-
meteranalysisyield theU/Pu ratio. The comparison _fmm_m_
between these two techniques to determine this quantity is
presentcd i_,Table Ill. [^,,,,,,_.,_qA,mt_,]

DISCUSSION _ _

The enrichment-meter analysis accurately and precisely [_ ('," _'_a
determines the U/Pu ratio for MOX. The plutonium mass ast_)'L_'_.- t ]
fraedon can be determined to a few percenL The uranium
mass fraction cannot be determined as precisely because it ,sm_mj^ wn,_m_mt_*_m_.nmm_L.ma = IJ,3.4. itUAI_l.a_ emiadivid_
is calculated from the U/Pu ratioand the plutonium mass ,



TABLE III. Comparisonof U/Pu Ratios Measured b_ the MGA and Enrichment Meter Methods
I

MGA Method Enrichment Meter Method

Average Sample FracDiff Average Sample FracDiff E.M.cAverage
Accepted Measured RSD of Relativeto Measured RSD of Relativeto MGA Average

StandardID U/PuRatioU/PuRatio Averages Acceptedb U[PuRatio Averages Acceptedb

HUA 5062 1.640 1.557 0.0080 -0.051 1.653 0.0048 0.0079 1.062

HUA 5065 1.4.48 1.360 0.0039 -0.061 1.434 0.0039 -0.0097 1.054

HUA 5069 5.969 5.339 0.011 -0.II 6.012 0.0036 0.0072 1.126

HUA 5301 2.206 2.123 0.0024 -0.038 2.206 0.00091 0.00012 1.039

HUA 8971-Id 2.659 2.495 0.011 -0.062 2.617 0.0060 -0.016 1.049

HUA 8971-2d 2.659 2.572 0.0084 -0.033 2.627 0.0_6 -0.012 1.021

HUA 8971-3d 2.659 2.524 0.0056 -0.051 2.638 0.0036 -0.0079 1.045

HUA 897l-4d 2.659 2.512 0.0061 -0.055 2.596 0.0028 -0.024 1.033

PUEU 2 37.77 37.93 0.0082 0.0042

PUEU 3 18.44 18.39 0.0071 -0.0027

PUEU 4 8.720 8.526 0.012 -0.022

PUEU 5 3.878 3.752 0.0049 -0.033 3.880 0.0040 0.0005 1.034

PUEU 6 0.3231 0.3315 0.0094 0.026 i 0.3383 0.0029 0.047 1.020

aSeeTableII,foomoteb,fordel'mitiouofSampleRSD ofAverage.
bSeeTableII,footno_a.fordefinitionofFmc Diii"RelativetoAccelxed.
CE.M.isanabbreviationforEmicbmem Meter.

dSampleHUA8971 wasmcamucdfourtimes.HUA 8971-xindicazestheindividualmeasutemems, wherex= 1,2.3,4.

fraction.But theuraniummass fractioncan bedetermined ofsuchmaterialswere notavailableduringthet_neofthis
with an errorof about5% or lesswhen compared tothe reportedwork,
accepted value. Similarly the americium mass fraction has
two contributors to its determination and uncertainty, the An inspection of Table [] shows a bias between the
Am/Pu ratio, which is calculatedby MGA, and the pluto- MGA results and the accepted values for the U/Pu ratio as
nium mass fraction. Obviously, the errors of these indc- well as a bias between the MGA results and the present
pendent measurements must be minimized to keep the results for the U/Pu ratio. There is no apparent bias
errors on the subsequent mass fractions to a minimum, between the present values and the accepted values. The

bias in the MGA results for the U/Pu ratio can be explained

The matrix (oxygen) mass fraction is the least well by a "particle size effect". The plutonium x rays are pro-
determined of ali the parameters. This was predicted by an duced by fluorescence. There are two sources of the ura-
examination of Eq. 09). There is typically a 10% error nium x rays--from the decay of plutonium and from ura-
between the present determination of the oxygen mass nium fluorescence. Because the plutonium isotopics in the
fraction and the accepted value, whereas th_ is only a few sample are known, the production of uranium x rays from
percent (generally 1 or 2) error in the determination of the the decay of plutonium can be calculated. This value for
plutoniummass fracdon, lt will be difficult to distinguish the uranium x-ray intensity is subtractedfrom the total
between different oxygen mass fractions, such as UO2 and uranium x-ray intensity to yield the fluoresced ur_.'um x-
U308, in MOX. lt would have been interesting and useful ray intensity. The MGA analysis underestimates me con-
to have measured different types of material, suchas pluto- tribution of the uranium fluoreso_qce because of the finite
nium metal buttons, plutonium oxide, or fluorine com- size of the particles. For the present MOX samples, there is
pounds. Unfortunately, because of severe restrictions on about a 5% bias in the results. The more inhomogeneous
the use and movement of special nuclear materials, samples the sample, the greater the bias.



There is no MGA result for the U/Pu ratio for samples REFERENCES
PUEU 2 and PUEU 3 because the 59.5-keV gamma ray
from 241Am was not i.ltense enough for the MGA analysis. I. T.D. REILLY, R. B. WALTON, and J. L. PARKER,
Standard PUEU 4 was used as the calibration sample for "The Enrichment Meter--A Simple Method for Mea-
the enrichment-meter method, so the U/Pu ratio is by def- suring Isotopic Enrichment," in "Nuclear Safeguards
nition the accepted value. Research and Development Program Status Report,"

Los _amos Scientific Laboratory report LA-4605-
There appears to be a definite bias in our results for the MS (,. 10).

U/Pu ratio for sample PUEU 6. The MGA result has a
positive bias, in contrast to a negative bias for ali the other 2. G.W. NELSON, "Proof of Principle Studies to
samples. The enrichment-meter result has a larger differ- Determine the U/Pu Mass Ratio for the HEDL SAF
ence than any of the other results, by at least a factor of 2. Line Blender," Los Alamos National Laboratory
However the agreement between the MGA analysis and the internal document Q-1-83-561/0075H (1983).
enrichment-meter analysis is 2ar, We do not have an ade-
quate explanation for these result3. 3. G.W. NELSON, "Application of the 'Enrichment

Meter Principle' to Measurement of the U/Pu Mass
Equation (18) predicts the RSD on the plutonium mass Ratio of MOX Powders," Los Alamos National Labo-

fraction to be about three times the RSD of the full-energy- ratory internal document Q-I-84-722/1577B (1984).
peak area ratio. A detailed error analysis of these data sub-
stantiates this conclusion. 4. R. GUNNtNK, J. B. NIDAY, and P. D. SIEMENS,

"A System for Plutonium Analysis by Gamma-Ray
Theoretically, both calibration constants Kt and K2 can Spectrometry," Lawrence Livermore National Labo-

be calculated, thus eliminating the need for a calibration ratory report UCRL-51577 (1974).
standard. Both constants are composed of "known" quan-
tities or independently measured quantities. However, 5. J.G. FLEISSNER, "GRPAUT: A Program for Pu
there are si£nificant uncertainties associated with either Isotopic Analysis," Mound Laboratory report MI.,M-
tabulated or n_asured values of several of the required pa- 2799 (ISPO-128) (1981).
rameters. Detcx:'or efficiencies are particularly difficult to
measure accurately. It is easier and considerably more 6. R. GUNNINK, "MGA: A Gamma-Ray Spectrum
accurate to use one sample as a calibration standard. But Analysis Code for Determining Plutonium Isotopic
more importantly, because of the errorpropagation proper- Abundances," Lawrence Livermore National Labora-
ties of the expressions for these calculations, to calculate a tory report UCRL.LR-103220 (ISPO-317), Vols. 1
plutonium mass fraction with high precision and accuracy, and 2 (1990).
ali other errors must be kept to an absolute minimum. This
includes errors associated with the calibration constant. 7. T. DRAGNEV, private communication (1990).

It is justified to make small corrections to the photon 8. E. STORM and H. ISRAEL, "Photon Cross Sections
full-energy-peak areas for a finite sample thickness. The from I keV to 100 MeV for Elements Z = 1 to
sample net mass must be known to correct for finite sample Z = 100," Nuclear Data Tables A7 (565) (1970).
thickness as well as to compute the elemental and isotopic
masses. The sample surface area, assumed to be the sur-
face area of the bottom of the container, must aiso be
known to permit the calculation of the sample thickness
correction.
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